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Peter de Cupere shows two new olfactory artwork, The evolution of art' and 'Art refreshing your
mind' (more info soon). Besides these new works he also shows an edition of his Olfactory Art
Manifest, the work Smoke Room and his famous olfactory artwork 'The Paintbrush of Gustave
Courbet'.

  'The Paintbrush of Gustave Courbet'
  

The  Paintbrush of Gustave Courbet’ is a paintbrush made of  pubic hair and  as paint the
scent of vagina. It's a reference to  L'Origine du Monde by  Gustave Courbet. For more
info about this work click here
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index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=149:the-paintbrush-of-gustave-courbet&amp;catid=1:exhibition-news&amp;Itemid=98
index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=149:the-paintbrush-of-gustave-courbet&amp;catid=1:exhibition-news&amp;Itemid=98
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  Smoke Room
  

A  room   made of more than 750.000 cigarette butts!
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  Olfactory Art Manifest
  

More info: www.olfactoryartmanifest.com
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http://www.olfactoryartmanifest.com
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     The view, that captures images, and the reproduction of the seen  dominated the visual artsover many centuries. At the beginning of the  20th century, the primacy of the visual perceptionof the world has been  questioned and renegotiated by many artists. The Futurists may be considered as those avant-garde, who with the appreciation of sounds,  noises and smells putthemselves at the beginning of a development which  in the 1960s culminated in the formulationof new concepts of art and  in the emergence of multi-sensory forms of art. Hearing, feeling and smelling won and win an increasing importance in the artistic practice.  The  exhibition at the Museum Villa Rot traces the importance of the  olfaction and its differentroles in the artistic debate now and during  the avant-garde. As biochemical messages scentsarouse feelings,  memories and subjective or collectively conditioned associations. Scents provoke, they can be attractive or repulsive, can influence, deceive  and seduce emotions. Theyaffect social and sexual behavior, they are  triggers for sympathy and antipathy and can evenchange the hormonal  status. The consumer goods industry increasingly takes advantaged of some of these qualities.  Artists use olfactory stimulants often  sub-versive and thus treat timeless and current questionsof our  society. They pick the issues of Fragrantes and seductive Ambrosiacos  from animals,plants and perfumery as well as the associated desires  of paradise and eroticism. They analyze the odor pattern oflandscapes  and settlement areas. They deal with the ambivalent relation to our body  odor,decrypt the molecular structures of frag-rances, reveal the  discrepancy between experiences ofnatural and synthetic origin, reflect  aspects of air pollution and show that a more sensitiveperception of  the environment through the nose in the 21st century is more relevant than ever. The  exhibition at the Museum Villa Rot presents installations by  international contemporaryartists, who examine the sense of smell and  fragrances, their cause, composition, effect andmemory potential under  different aspects. It also provides an art historical excursion which delivers insight into Futuristic and Surrealistic approaches and  theories. Olfactory heritage isvolatile, but an essential part of our  material culture, and (art historical) past.  The exhibition is (co-)curated by Caro Verbeek (olfactory  art historian) as part of herPhD-project ‘In Search of Scents Lost –  Reconstructing the Aromatic Heritage of theAvant-garde’. It will be  accompanied by an exhibition catalogue.  Museum Villa Rot88483 Burgrieden – RotGermany  More info: www.villa-rot.de
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http://www.villa-rot.de/en

